Synthetic CDOs have been the principal growth engine for the credit derivatives market over the last few years. The appearance of credit indices has helped the development of a more transparent and efficient market in correlation. This increase in volumes makes it necessary to use models of increasing diversity and complexity in order to model credit variables. Tranched index products are exposed to spread movements, defaults, correlation and recovery uncertainties. Hedging these risks requires an understanding of the sensitivities of the different tranches in the capital structure to these sources of risk. The dynamic hedging of index tranches presents dealers with two main challenges. First, the dealer must calculate the hedge positions (delta or hedge ratio) of the index or individual CDS or other index tranches. These deltas or hedge ratios are model-dependent, which leaves dealers with model risk. Second, the value of an index tranche depends on the correlation assumption used to price and hedge it. Since default correlation is unobservable, a dealer is exposed to the risk that his correlation assumption is wrong (correlation risk). In this paper, index tranches' properties and several hedging strategies are discussed. Next, the model risk and correlation risk are analyzed through the study of the efficiency of several factor-based copula models (like the Gaussian, the double-t and the double-NIG using implied correlation and a particular NIG one-factor model using historical correlation) versus historical data in terms of hedging capabilities. We comment on each model's underlying theoretical approach and then describe and analyze their computational complexity. We show that there is significant model and correlation risk in the credit derivatives market due to the discrepancies between models in terms of hedging results and to the frequent change in the tranches' behavior. "Slowly it began to dawn on me that what we faced was not so much risk as uncertainty. Risk is what you bear when you own, for example, 100 shares of Microsoft, you know exactly what those shares are worth because you can sell them in a second at something very close to the last traded price. There is no uncertainty about their current value, only the risk that their value will change in the next instant. But when you own an exotic illiquid option, uncertainty precedes its risk, you don't even know exactly what the option is currently worth because you don't know whether the model you are using is right or wrong. Or, more accurately, you know that the model you are using is both naive and wrong, the only question is how naive and how wrong." Emanuel Derman, 2004.
Introduction
Index tranches offer the opportunity to trade correlation products through their standardized form and liquidity. Tranched index products are similar in many respects to synthetic CDO tranches. These products are exposed to defaults, spread 1 movements, correlation and recovery uncertainties. Pricing and hedging 2 index tranches require advanced modeling and an understanding of the sensitivities of different tranches in the capital structure to these sources of risk.
Synthetic CDOs have been the principal growth engine for the credit derivatives market over the last few years. They create new, customized asset classes by allowing various investors to share the risk and return of an underlying portfolio of credit default swaps 3 (CDS). Multiple tranches of the underlying portfolio are issued, offering investors various maturity and credit risk characteristics. Thus, the attractiveness to investors is determined by the underlying portfolio of CDS and the rules for sharing the risk and return. A synthetic CDO is often called "a correlation product" because, in simple words, it is a contract that references the default of more than one obligor. Investors in this product are buying correlation risk, or more exactly, joint default risk between several obligors. The underlying portfolio loss distribution directly determines the tranche cash flows and thus the tranche valuation.
The appearance of credit indices has helped the development of a transparent and efficient market in correlation. Typical examples of standardized credit indices are the DJ iTraxx Europe and the DJ CDX North American indices. Given that the underlying portfolio is agreed to and has a fixed maturity date, market-makers of these indices have also agreed to quote standard tranches on these portfolios from an equity or first loss tranche to the most senior tranche.
With a transparent, liquid market in iTraxx and CDX indices, tranche market participants can now optimize their credit views, either gaining exposure or hedging existing positions across different seniorities. Index tranches have grown in popularity because, on the surface, they offer several advantages. First, an investor can quickly gain exposure to 125 issuers. Second, general market spread risk can be separated from idiosyncratic risk, since the senior tranches are exposed to general spread widening while the junior tranches are exposed to specific company default risk. Finally, these products offer the prospect of going long credit risk (sell protection) or short credit risk (buy protection) at different points in the capital structure.
Equity tranches have become a very popular way of taking credit risk. Hedge funds 4 typically sell protection on an equity tranche and delta hedge the resulting exposure to the spreads and correlation of underlying names. Effective hedging begins with a clear specification of the hedge goals. There exist several different hedging strategies in the tranched index products market. For example, if we sell protection on a given tranche, we can hedge the position using the underlying index or some underlying individual credits, or even using another tranche. A most common trade over the past two years has been to take a long position in the equity tranche, and hedge or short the first mezzanine tranche. As long as the mezzanine tranche moves in line with the pricing model expectations, or as long as correlation between the equity and mezzanine tranches remains constant, the hedging strategy works fine, and the investor pockets the income differential. If, however, mezzanine and equity tranches move differently than the theoritical hedge ratio, the hedge fund can lose on both sides of the trade. A large market shock reveals that the assumptions underlying the models may have been inaccurate not only in size, but in sign.
A hedging strategy is model dependent, in the sense that the calculated deltas or hedge ratios between tranches are different from one model to the next. The dynamic hedging of index tranches presents dealers with two main challenges. First, the dealer must calculate the hedge positions (delta or hedge ratio) of the index or individual CDS or other index tranches. These deltas or hedge ratios are model-dependent, which leaves dealers with model risk. Second, the value of an index tranche depends on the correlation assumption used to price and hedge it. Since default correlation is unobservable, a dealer is exposed to the risk that its correlation assumption is wrong (correlation risk).
The Gaussian one-factor model has become the established way of pricing correlation products. The new availability of relatively liquid market levels has led to the price quotes of the tranches in terms of base correlation. Nevertheless, it is a well known fact that the pricing is not entirely driven with the Gaussian one-factor model as it does not provide an adequate solution for pricing simultaneously various tranches of an index, nor for adjusting correlation against the level of market spreads. In reality, the tranche pricing is also done using proprietary and often more complex and detailed models. We can find in the literature models that reproduce very well, or even perfectly, selected market prices for the different tranches of the same reference index (see Sidenius (2003, 2005) , Guégan and Houdain (2005) , White (2004, 2005) , Walker ( , 2006 ) and . All these models are quite different and offer different advantages in term of hedging and risk managing capabilities.
In this paper, we analyze the performances of some models versus historical data in terms of hedging capabilities for index tranches and we show that there is significant model and correlation risk in the credit derivatives market due to the discrepancies between models in terms of hedging results and to the frequent change in the tranches' behavior.The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the typical structure of standard tranched index products. In Section 3, we introduce the most common index tranches hedging strategies. We highlight the main differences between the more popular pricing models in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we analyze the accuracy of each model versus historical data.
Tranched Index Products
The iTraxx Europe Main and the CDX North America Main are the most liquid CDS indices, trading in large size and at bid/offer spreads currently under 1 basis point per annum. Each Main index includes 125 issuers from their respective region. These issuers are investment grade 5 at the time an index series 6 is launched, with a new series launched every six months (roll 7 ). In practice, "on the run" 8 Main indices are mostly composed of A-rated and BBB-rated issuers, about evenly split between BBB and higher quality ratings. One of the most significant developments in financial markets in recent years has been the creation of CDS index tranches.
Tranched index products differ from other synthetic CDOs in one key respect. The main advantage of index tranches is that they are standardized. Standardization applies to both the composition of reference pool and the structure of the tranches. Index tranches are quoted in the broker market on a daily basis. While synthetic CDOs are generally private buy-and-hold transaction for which information and liquidity are limited, investors can buy or sell index tranches. A transaction can be initiated with 5 An asset whose credit rating is BBB or better. 6 New index series are created semi-annually. Currently, the most recent CDX indices are Series 6, while the most recent iTraxx indices are Series 5. A new index series will have a maturity date slightly longer than the previous index series to allow the market to have a more-or-less constant maturity. A new series will typically have a slightly different collection of issuers than the previous series. For example, CDX Main Series 5 does not have General Motors Acceptance Company (GMAC), unlike CDX Main Series 4, as the entity was no longer investment grade at the time Series 5 was created. 7 The roll refers to the process whereby investors and dealers trade out of the previous "on-the-run" index and into the new on-the-run index. Both indices roll every six months around 20 th September and 20 th March. 8 The most recently issued series, usually the most liquid.
one dealer, and unwound with either the original dealer or with another one. For an introduction to standardized CDS indices and index tranches see Amato and Gyntelberg (2005) . Figure 1 : DJ iTraxx Europe tranches structure. Figure 1 illustrates the iTraxx standard 9 tranches structure. Each tranche is defined by its attachment point which defines the level of subordination and its exhaustion (or detachment) point which defines the maximum loss of the underlying portfolio that would result in a full loss of tranche notional. The attachment and exhaustion points of the standard index tranches evolved to create instruments with distinct risk profiles. The first-loss 0-3% equity tranche is exposed to the first several defaults in the underlying portfolio. This tranche is the riskiest as there is no benefit of subordination but it also offers high returns if no defaults occur. The 3-6% and the 6-9% tranches, the junior and senior mezzanine, are levered in the underlying portfolio spread, but are less immediately exposed to the portfolio defaults. The 9-12% tranche is the senior tranche, while the 12-22% tranche is the low-risk super senior piece. The tranching of the indices in Europe and North America is different. In North America, the CDX index is tranched into standard classes representing equity 0-3%, junior mezzanine 3-7%, senior mezzanine 7-10%, senior 10-15% and super senior 15-30% tranche.
In return for bearing the risk of losses, sellers of protection receive a quarterly payment from buyers of protection equal to a premium times the effective outstanding amount of a given tranche 10 . The premiums on the mezzanine and senior tranches are running spread with no upfront payment. By contrast, the equity tranche is quoted in terms of upfront payment. Buyers of protection on an equity tranche make an upfront payment that is a percentage of the original notional of the contract, in addition to paying a running spread premium of 500 basis points. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the tranches' spread or upfront quotes for the iTraxx and the CDX since March 2004.
In order to evaluate the fair spread of a tranche, we need to determine a tranche loss function and relate it to the portfolio loss experienced within a generic interval. In other words, we have to calculate the loss of the tranche conditional on the loss of the underlying portfolio. If a certain percentage portfolio loss l occurs, the impact on the tranche holder's position will be driven by the attachment L − and detachment L + point of the tranche.
The tranche loss function T L is defined as:
At any time t, this function, given any portfolio loss l, provides the corresponding loss suffered by the tranche holder. The next step consists of determining the expected tranche loss for any given time. This step is crucial in computing the tranche breakeven spread, which depends on the outstanding notional at each payment date. Thus the tranche expected loss at a given time t is defined as fallow:
Given the expected term structure of the tranche loss distribution, it is then possible to proceed with the estimation of the breakeven spread. Similar to the more traditional single name CDS contracts, an index single tranche can be represented by two legs: -Premium Leg: the premium leg of a CDO tranche consists of payments that are proportional to the difference between the tranche notional and the cumulative default losses.
-Default Leg: the default leg is a stream of payments that cover portfolio losses as they occur, given that the cumulative losses are larger than L − but do not exceed L + .
With regard to the premium leg P L, we can formally express it as:
where N is the total number of premium payments, which depends on the maturity of the tranche and the payment frequency, t is the time in years 11 , △T i = t i − t i−1 , r is the swap rate, and N otional is the original notional of the tranche. Equation 3 shows that the premium leg is computed by discounting back the tranche premium adjusted for the notional outstanding at each payment date.
As far as the default leg is concerned, the computation effort is heavier, since theoretically the default leg should be computed by averaging the present value of payments over all the set of possible default times. In practice a discrete set of default dates is chosen (daily, monthly or yearly spaced) and it is assumed that a default can occur only upon the specified set of default dates. If we impose that a default can occur only upon the set of payment dates, we can then write down the expression of the default as follows:
The default leg is therefore expressed as the discounted value of the marginal tranche loss over each payment interval.
The breakeven spread is then computed by exploiting the initial equivalence relationship between the premium and default leg. Thus we can express the current fair breakeven spread as:
The theory and calculation method behind standard tranches valuation are similar to those of a CDS, see O'Kane and Turnbull (2003) for a complete description.
In order to determine the Mark-to-Market (MTM) of a given tranche we need to introduce the Risky Duration (DV01). We define the Risky Duration of a tranche as the expected present value of 1 basis point paid on the premium leg until default or maturity, whichever is sooner.
The DV 01 essentially reflects the market's expectation of time to default. For example, a wider spread implies a lower risky duration and vice-versa. Thus, the Mark-to-Market of a tranche is expressed as:
Having introduced standard index tranches, we now move on to presenting the most common hedging strategies that are used for these products.
Hedging Tranched Index Products
Tranched products are exposed to spread movements, defaults, correlation and recovery uncertainties. Hedging these exposures requires an understanding of the sensitivities of different tranches in the capital structure to these sources of risk. Equity tranches have become a popular way of taking levered credit risk. Hedge funds typically sell protection on an equity tranche and delta hedge the resulting exposure. Thus, in this section, we mainly focus on the hedging of a long position on an equity tranche. For a detailed analysis of hedging strategies see Calamaro et al. (2004) .
The simplest trading strategy involves a naked position 12 in an index tranche. As with all unhedged trading strategies, an outright position implicitly expresses a market view. For instance, a long protection position in the equity tranche expresses a bullish 13 view on spreads and defaults.
There are three common approaches to hedge an index tranche. First, many investors use the underlying index to delta-hedge. In fact, index tranches are often quoted with delta exchange, which means the prices are based on the assumption that the transaction has two legs: the tranche and the delta amount of the index. The theoretical delta of a tranche versus an index is the sensitivity of its price or mark-to-market to a 1 basis point parallel shift 14 in the underlying spread curve of the index. Thus the theoretical delta of tranche versus an index is expressed as:
When hedging a tranche with the index, the net position has residual first-order exposures. For example, equity is underhedged against movements in high spreads names with mostly idiosyncratic risk and overhedged against low spread names with mostly systemic risk.
Second, investors can use single name CDS to hedge their position. The theoretical delta of a tranche versus an individual credit spread is the sensitivity of its price or mark-to-market to a 1 basis point parallel shift in the underlying spread curve of the single name CDS. Thus the theoretical delta of a tranche versus a single name CDS is expressed as:
There are two major determinants of single name deltas: spread and correlation. Higher spread names have a higher implied default probability, and thus are likely to have more impact on the junior tranches. The opposite is true for low spread names, which are more important to senior tranches. The second determinant of delta is correlation. On the first hand, credits that are more correlated to the market are less important to the equity tranche. On the other hand, credits that are uncorrelated to the market as a whole represent an idiosyncratic risk and have the potential to hurt the equity tranche because they can widen materially or even default without a corresponding effect across the market. The delta of the equity tranche to these credits is high.
Third, the most common trade over the past two years has been to take a long position in the equity tranches, and hedge or short the first mezzanine tranche. Investors delta hedge with other tranches rather than an index to increase the carry. The theoretical hedge ratio between two tranches can be expressed as:
This is the ratio between the sensitivity of each tranche mark-to-market to a 1 basis point parallel shift in the underlying spread curve of the index. In reality, the hedge ratio is commonly calculated using a proportional shift of 5 or 10 basis points in the underlying spread curve of the index. The investor receives more premium income by hedging with a leveraged product in exchange for assuming the risk that the market may perform differently from model expectations. As long as the mezzanine tranche moves in line with the model expectations, or as long as correlations between the equity and mezzanine tranches remain constant, the delta hedge works fine, and the investor pockets the income differential. If, however, mezzanine and equity tranches move differently than the assumed hedge ratio, the hedge fund can lose on both sides of the trade. In fact, correlation has changed and tranche levels are not moving as models had predicted. A large market shock reveals that the assumptions underlying the models may have been inaccurate not only in size, but in sign.
As mentioned in Gibson (2004) , the dynamic hedging of index tranches presents dealers with four challenges. First, the dealer must calculate the hedge positions (deltas or hedge ratios) of the index or given CDS in the reference index portfolio or other tranches. These deltas or hedge ratios are modeldependent, thus index tranches leave dealers with model risk. Second, the value of a index tranche depends on the correlation assumption that is used to price and hedge it. Since default correlation is unobservable, a dealer is exposed to the risk that his correlation assumption is wrong ("correlation risk"). Third, as deltas change over time and the dealer dynamically adjusts his hedges, he is exposed to liquidity risk. The credit default swap market may not have enough liquidity for the dealer to adjust its hedge as desired without incurring high trading costs. Fourth, a dealer prefers to be hedged against both small moves in credit spreads (spread risk) and unexpected defaults (jump-to-default risk). Hedging against both risks adds complexity.
In the two next Sections we focus on the first two risks previously mentioned, the model risk and the correlation risk. We exhibit their implications by comparing empirical results versus historical data.
The pricing models under study
In this Section we briefly expose the main properties of four factor models 15 used to price CDO tranches: the Gaussian, the double-t, the double-NIG and a particular NIG one-factor model.
Factor models represent an useful and efficient framework to model the dependency structure for portfolios underlying most synthetic CDOs. They are used to derive portfolio loss distributions. The idea behind factor models is to break down the firms' asset values into a risk component that is idiosyncratic to the asset, plus one or a number of factors that are systematic to all assets in the portfolio. Thus, defaults of different firms in the credit portfolio are independent conditional on a common market factor.
A well-known approach used to derive loss distribution is the large homogenous portfolio approximation (LHP ). It is assumed that it is possible to approximate the real reference credit portfolio with a portfolio consisting of a large number of equally weighted identical instruments (having the same term structure of default probabilities, recovery rates, and correlations to the common factor). This LHP limit approximation employing the Law of Large Numbers was first proposed by Vasicek (1987) . Because spreads and correlation with the common factor should be different between obligors, we prefer to use another approach (non homogeneous) than the LHP model which seems to be too restrictive regarding the importance of the spreads, recovery rate and correlation dispersion for the calculation of prices, deltas and hedge ratios of tranched index products. We refer to Beinstein et al. (2005) for a complete study of the LHP versus the non homogeneous methodology. In the following approach we use each obligor's spread curve and sensitivity to the common factor.
For i = 1, ..., n (n ∈ N), we define V i the i th firm's asset value as:
where:
• Z is the common factor of the model,
• ε i is the idiosyncratic risk of the i th firm,
• Z and ε i are independent random variables with zero-mean and unit-variance absolutely continuous distribution function with respect to Lebesgue measure,
• ρ i 16 represents the sensitivity of V i to Z with respect to −1 ≤ ρ i ≤ 1,
• and we denote respectively ϕ and φ as the probability density functions of the random variables V i and Z.
In order to determinate the conditional default probability of the i th firm we assume that a firm i defaults when its asset value hits the barrier k i (k i ∈ R). Thus, looking at the expression of the i th firm's asset value given in equation (11), we argue that for specific realizations of the common factor Z, the i th firm defaults as soon as its asset value hits the default barrier k i . We denote P i (Z) the conditional default probability of the i th firm, then for Z = z:
Using equation (11), the expression (12) becomes:
15 The use of factor models in credit risk management is reportedly due to Vasicek (1987) . This approach is also used in Belkin et al. (1998) , Finger (1999) , Schonbucher (2000) , and Frey, McNeil and Nyfeler (2001) . The pricing of CDOs using factor models has been also studied by Andersen, Sidenius and Basu (2003), Laurent and Gregory (2003) and similar techniques were later proposed by Hull and White (2004) and Guégan and Houdain (2005) . 16 The correlation between the two random variables V f and V j defined previously is given, for 1 ≤ f ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, by:
We denote C εi the cumulative distribution for the random variable ε i , then the probability given in (13) for Z = z and for i = 1, ..., n is equal to:
In order to determine the real value of the default barrier k i for each firm i, we denote Q i the unconditional default probability of the i th firm. Q i is recovered from CDS market data using an intensity-based model 17 or by bootstrapping the CDS spread curve of the underlying firm. The default barrier k i is equal to ϕ −1 (Q i ). When it is impossible to determine the distribution of the random variable V i then we need to use the following approach. By definition we have:
If φ represents the density function of the random variable Z, then:
which implies that:
Now, to determine the default barrier of the i th firm we need to solve in k i the Equation 17 .
Under such modeling assumptions, it is possible to determine the underlying portfolio loss distribution by numerically computing the inverse Fast Fourier Transform 18 or some other inversion method. Because of computation complexity of the Fast Fourier Transform, we present in this paper an alternative based on a recursive methodology introduced by Galiani et 
al. (2004).
We define Ω k n,z as the conditional aggregate probability of having k defaults in an n-credit portfolio. For a one-credit portfolio and a specific realisation of Z, the probability Ω 1 1,z of having one default equals P 1 (z) whereas the probability Ω 0 1,z of having no default is equal to 1 − P 1 (z). Regarding a two-credit portfolio and given the conditional independence of the defaults, the probability Ω 0 2,z of having no default is equal to (1 − P 1 (z))(1 − P 2 (z)) and the probability of having two defaults Ω 2 2,z is equal to P 1 (z)P 2 (z). The probability Ω 1 2,z of having only one default is less intuitive and is equal to Ω 1 1,z (1−P 1 (z))+Ω 0 1,z P 2 (z). This recursive approach can be extend to any n-credit portfolio using the following recursive algorithm:
The unconditional distribution is given by:
Using the previously described properties we can derived a loss distribution for each payment date. Now we are going to describe different approaches that have been generated to fit the observed market prices of index tranches using factor models.
The Gaussian one-factor model
The Gaussian one-factor model has become the established way of pricing tranched index products. The new availability of relatively liquid market levels has led to the price quotes of the tranches in terms 17 The first published intensity model appears to be Jarrow and Turnbull (1995) . Subsequent research includes Duffie and Huang (1996), Jarrow, Lando and Turnbull (1997) and Duffie, Singleton (1997a , 1997b ) and Schonbucher and Schubert (2001) . The fundamental idea of the intensity-based model framework is to model the default probability as the first jump of a Poisson process. of implied correlation. In this approach, regarding Equation (11), the common factor Z and the idiosyncratic risks ε i are assumed to be Gaussian independent random variables, the recovery rate of each firm is assumed to be 40%, and ρ i is a constant parameter. Thus, the correlation between underlying the obligors is assumed to be the same. This correlation is the model variable and is implied by the market prices. The Gaussian one-factor model does not provide an adequate solution for pricing simultaneously various tranches of an index, nor for adjusting correlation against the level of market spreads.
The first way to calculate an implied tranche correlation is to calculate the flat correlation that reprices each tranche to fit market prices. This method computes what is known as compound correlation. Calculating compound correlation is straightforward, requiring a simple one-dimensional root searching algorithm. This works fine in almost all cases. However, there is sometimes a problem in that either we cannot find a solution or that we get two solutions. The shape of the compound correlation has become known as the correlation "smile". This is because the compound correlation is higher for the equity and senior tranches than it is for the mezzanine tranches. Another disadvantage of this method is that it is not possible to extend compound correlation to the pricing of non-standard tranches.
Initially the market chose compound correlation as its quotation convention. Since one year and a half, base correlation 19 has become more widely used in the market. The fundamental idea behind the concept of base correlation is that all tranches are decomposed into combinations of base tranches, where a base tranche is simply another name for an equity tranche. Consider a first mezzanine tranche with lower and upper attachment points L − and L + . The same risk position can be obtained by being short the equity tranche with upper attachment point L − and long the equity tranche with upper attachment point L + . While for compound correlation we calculate the flat correlation required for each tranche to match the market spreads, for base correlation we value any tranche as the difference between two base tranches. We then calculate the flat correlation required for each base tranche so that we match the observed market spreads. Base correlation produces a correlation "skew". The way that base correlation is defined means that the base correlation calculated for each tranche is linked to the base correlation of the tranche below. There is always either one solution or no solution. The situation of having two solutions never arises. See O'Kane and Livesey (2004) for a complete description of compound and base correlation.
One of the drawbacks of this Gaussian approach is, as we mentioned previously, that it cannot fit the prices of the different tranches with one single correlation coefficient. As a result, the method generates a correlation smile or skew. Thus, researchers and practitioners proposed the use of heavy tail distributions such as the Student-t distribution or even heavy tail and skewed distributions like Normal Inverse Gaussian distributions to correct this problem.
The double-t one-factor model
This model is an extension of the Gaussian one-factor model using the LHP model. It has been considered for the pricing of CDOs by Hull and White (2005) . The underlying idea is to correct the correlation smile or skew by using a distribution with fat tails, hoping that a single distribution reprices all tranches silmutaneously. In this approach, regarding Equation (11), the common factor Z and the idiosyncratic risks ε i are Student-t independent random variables and ρ is a constant parameter such as the correlation is the same between each firm. Equation (11) needs to be adjusted in order to respect the fact that Z and ε i are assumed to be independent random variables with zero-mean and unit-variance. Thus using this approach, for i = 1, ..., n (n ∈ N), we assume that V i the i th firm's asset value is explained by the following model:
where ν z and ν εi are the degrees of freedom of the respective Student-t distributions.
It has been demonstrated in Hull and White (2005) and in Burtshell et al. (2005) that this model can give a good fit of the market prices with almost the same compound correlation level for each tranche. But if we want to perfectly fit the quotes, as in the Gaussian case, this approach produces implied correlation because the correlation parameter ρ becomes one of the three variables of the model. The two other variables are the degrees of freedom of the Student-t distributions of Z and of the ε i . In this paper, we have implemented this model using the non homogeneous methodology previously described in Section 4 and constant 40% recovery rate.
The NIG one-factor model with historical correlations
This model has been introduced by Guégan and Houdain (2005) . The underlying idea of this approach is to use the price quotes of the tranches available in the market to determine the implied NIG-distribution of the common factor for a given input correlation level. In the market standard methodology, the distributions used in the factor model are fixed and the implied correlation of a tranche is calculated under these assumptions. We have used an opposite approach: we fix the correlation of the portfolio and the distribution of the idiosyncratic risk of each firm and then we determine the implied NIG-distribution of the common factor in the model.
The Normal Inverse Gaussian
20 distribution has the remarkable property of being able to represent stochastic phenomena that have heavy tails and/or are strongly skewed. This distribution is characterized by 4 parameters (α, β, µ, δ). The parameter α is related to steepness, β to symmetry, and µ and δ respectively to location and scale. The N IG(α, β, µ, δ) Probability Density Function is given by:
with:
and,
Here K 1 is a modified Bessel function of the third kind with index 1 defined as:
The necessary conditions for a non-degenerated density are δ > 0, α > 0 and |β| α < 1. The Moment Generating Function of a NIG-distributed random variable X is equal to:
From equation (25) we can derive:
20 The NIG distribution was introduced to investigate the properties of the returns from financial markets by BarndorffNielsen (1997). Since then, applications in finance have been reported in several papers, both for the conditional distribution of a GARCH model (Jensen and with γ = α 2 − β 2 . From equations (28) and (29), and since |β| α < 1, we obtain some properties of the kurtosis and the skewness:
To respect the fact that Z and ε i are independent random variables with zero-mean and unit-variance the parameters α, β, µ and δ need to be scaled.
One of the main properties of the NIG distribution class are the scaling property:
Another important property of the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution is its behavior under convolutions. Indeed, if X 1 and X 2 are independent and distributed respectively as N IG(α, β, µ 1 , δ 1 ) and
Using the previously described properties of the NIG distribution it is possible to fit the market quote of each tranche with the same correlation structure. In the real world the asset value of each firm would have a different correlation with the asset value of each other firm in the portfolio. In this methodology the correlation between the underlying assets of the portfolio becomes an input. In this paper, we estimate the pairwise correlations using the methodology proposed by Andersen, Sidinius and Basu (2003) and the correction proposed by Jackel (2005) based on equity returns correlation 21 and Frobenius norm to determine the factor loadings. We also use the recovery rates provided by the rating agencies. For more details please refer to Guégan and Houdain (2005) .
It has been demonstrated that this model seems to be the best alternative if we want to price a non standard or bespoke tranche CDO. Thus it would be interesting to see if the model should be a good alternative to hedge standard tranche index products.
The double-NIG one-factor model
The double-NIG one-factor model is also an extension of the Gaussian one-factor model using the LHP model. It has been considered for the pricing of CDOs by Kalemanova et al. (2005) . The underlying idea is to correct the correlation smile or skew by using a heavy tail and skewed distribution. In this approach, regarding Equation (11), the common factor Z and the idiosyncratic risks ε i are Normal Inverse Gaussian independent random variables and ρ is a constant parameter such as the correlation is the same between each firm. As in the Double-t model, if we want to perfectly fit the quotes, this approach produces implied correlation.
The underlying idea of the double-NIG one-factor model is to benefit from the two last described properties of the NIG distribution and then to easily compute the default barrier of each firm k i = ϕ −1 (Q i ). In this paper, we have implemented this model using the non homogeneous methodology previously described in Section 4 and constant 40% recovery rate. 21 On a one year period.
Summary of the studied models
We can summarize the specificities of each model as fallow: In the next section we compare the hedging capabilities of these different non homogeneous factor models.
Models outputs versus historical data
It has been demonstrated in the literature that the previously described models can fit the tranches' market quotes. Thus, in this section we are going to study their differences in terms of hedging capabilities. In order to compare our results with historical data, we will study the behavior of the iTraxx series 3 and 4 and its 0 − 3% and 3 − 6% underlying tranches from the Ford to junk status which lead to an extensive spread widening in the CDS indices. These two North American companies were not part of the iTraxx so we have been, during this period, the witnesses of a very important contagion effect between the North American tranche market and the European one. Some practitioners and researchers have tried and are currently trying to explain this phenomena or more exactly this major crisis. One of the principal explanations is that just after these downgrades, hedge funds began to reduce leverage in the index tranche market and reversed the existing behavior between the tranches' returns. By the way, for the purpose of this paper we just have to keep in mind that during May 2005 the behavior of the European tranches has changed but not as much as the North American tranches.
Regarding the studied strategy, the underlying idea of hedging the equity tranche with the first mezzanine one is to find the best hedge ratio between these two tranches. Figures 3 illustrates the fact that the sensitivity of the tranches is quite different regarding the maturity and the well known fact that for a 10 year maturity the first mezzanine tranche behaves more like an equity piece. This behavior should be explained by the fact that the expected loss of the iTraxx 5Y is arround 1.7% on the studied period but arround 5.7% for the iTraxx 10Y which means that the first mezzanine tranche with an attachment point at 3% is more likely to be eaten for a 10 years maturity. We can see some extreme events in the iTraxx Series 3 due to the May 2005 crisis. We can see also that the historical hedge ratios are easily observable but should be quite volatile in time. Thus, in Table  2 and 3 we present the historical hedge ratios between the equity and the first mezzanine tranches of the iTraxx for a 5 and 10 years maturity on monthly, quarterly and semestrial time intervals which should be respectively analyzed as short term, mean term and long term hedging strategy. These hedge ratios are the slope in a regression of daily M T M variations in the tranches. We compare this historical results with the ratios given by the several models previously described in Section 4. In columns 4, 6, 8 and 10 we have calculated the absolute difference between historical hedge ratios and model dependent hedge ratios. For each time interval we present the average of these absolute differences. Note that for the calculation of the hedge ratios we used Equation 10 with a 5 basis points proportional shift in the underlying spread curve of the iTraxx. We chose a 5 basis points proportional shift because it gives better results than a parallel or another proportional shift for all the models comparing to historical hedge ratios. It is in line with the market that the curves may be perturbed proportionally, with wider spread names moving more than tight spread ones, to reflect better typical spread moves. Regarding Table 2 , the hedge ratios given by the different models on the same period are as expected not identical. Nevertheless, the difference with historical hedge ratios are non-negligible for all the models. These historical hedge ratios are quite volatile comparing to the model dependent ones. We can say that for each term the NIG factor model using historical correlation gives the best results especially for the iTraxx Series 4 but it seems to be very hazardous to hedge on a short term basis using model dependent hedge ratios. The same kind of analysis should be done regarding Table 3 , except that the calculated hedge ratios are closer between the different models. This time the Gaussian factor model using base correlation seems to be the more appropriate model especially for the iTraxx Series 3. Note that the NIG factor model using historical correlation gives again the best result for a long term hedge on the iTraxx Series 4.
We can also see that sometimes the difference between the historical hedge ratio and the model dependent ones is huge. This is the case for example in Table 3 for the Oct − N ov05 time period. During this period the historical hedge ratio is negative which means that the tranches' behavior has changed. This is the typical case when a large market shock reveals that the assumptions underlying the models may have been inaccurate not only in size, but in sign.
Those results illustrate the fact that there is a real model risk and correlation risk in the tranched index products market. We can not argue that this market is driven by a specific model nor that there is a full agreement on the correlation structure that has to be used. The only thing that we can say is that nowadays more and more dealers seems to use a historical correlation structure for their trading and hedging activities. That should explain the good results obtained on the iTraxx Series 4 with the NIG factor model using historical correlation. For the moment, the best alternative before entering in this kind of hedging strategy would be to follow the evolution of historical hedge ratios and to compare with the evolution of the maximum of different model dependent hedge ratios.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented tranched index products and different hedging strategies. We also described a computational methodology in order to implement several different factor models that take into account that a credit portfolio is not an homogeneous portfolio. Finally we have compared historical hedge ratios versus calculated and model dependent hedge ratios for a specific hedging strategy. Regarding our results it seems that hedging index tranches will stay a very hard task for the moment. The historical hedge ratios are quite volatile and the calculated ones are quite sensitive to the model that we used. Nevertheless on a long term basis it seems possible to build an acceptable hedging strategy. This study is an illustration that the tranched index products market is a difficult market which is not yet standardized in terms of modeling assumptions. If we want to better control the model risk and the correlation risk we have to continue this study in the future and to extend it to other models and hedging strategies.
